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Physically sodium hydride is a grey or white powder with a density of 0.92 gms/cm3. 
It is extremely active towards water or water vapor and consequently must be handled in 
a dry box and kept in sealed containers. The sample holder which was a rectangular met$ 
frame, with 2 mil aluminum windows on each side to transmit the neutron beam, had also 
to be constructed so that it was air tight. 

a 

Earlier X-ray measurements of NaH showed it to have a cubic unit cell with a. = 
4.87 Ao. The Na atoms are in face-centered cubic positions, but the hydrogen atoms 
cannot be assigned definite location by X-ray analysis so that the crystal may have either 
an NaCl or ZnS structure. The crystal has however been described as having an NaCl 
structure because of its similarity to LiE whose structure is known. 

I 

The neutron diffraction intensities obtained with NaH.and NaD a re  shown in the next 
slide (Slide ID). It will  be seen that for  NaH diffracted peaks occur at angles correspo- 
to the (111) (3ll) and (331) planes, while the measured intensity does not rise above the back)- 
ground at the (200) (220) or (400) position. With NaD on the other hand fairly strong pe- 
of intensity are found in the (200) (220) and (222) positions, and a weak one in the (111) 
position. 

The effective scattering factors F for  the various combinations d P 
calculated from the measured intensities by meams of 

where: Bhkl and Po are  the peak and incident beam htensitied 
?c the neutron wavelengg 
1 and h %he width surd thickness d the specimens 
M the number d molecules per cubic centimeter 
P 'and  P the powder and crystal density 
f i  the absorption (linear) coefficient 
j the multiplicity factor for the planes in question 

and 0 the angle between the plane and beam. 

As with X-rays the scattering factor F u l  is ?hade up of the scattering contribution for 
each of the two atoms involved in amounts which depend upon arrangement of the atoms in 
the unit cell. 

The values of F m  in terms of the scatter- facbrs fNa and fH for the two possible 
structures in comparison with those obtained from the measurement are  shown in the next 
slide. (Slide IV) It will be observed that the measured F values for NaH satisfy the inten- 
sities for the NaCl structure if it is assumed that the scattering phase of hydrogen is 
opposite from that of sodium. The ZnS structure cannot be satisfied by any combination 
of f N  and fH si& the absence of the (200) (220) an& (222) reflections require that fNtr 
= fH But when this condition is fulfilled there should be a reflexion in the (400) position. 
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= 4.2 barns 
It should be pointed out that this is the maximum value the coherent cross-section can havie. 
Thermal motion of the crystal atoms, loss of coherency when there is an energy change in; 
the interaction between neutron and protons and similar effects decrease the coherent cro$s- 
section by a considerable factor. 

It can be shown that the background scattering is the difference between the coherent 
cross-section and the total scattering cross-section. If the proton behaves as though it is 
rigidly bound in the lattice this difference is about 80 barns and gives isotropic scattering4 
On the other hand, if the protons responsible for the incoherent background behave primarfip 
as though they were f ree  the cross-section would be only 20 barns and the scattering waul# 
vary with angle. 

The measurements of sodium deuteride show that the ratio 

2 
(111) = 0.285 

consequently 

From the measurement of NaD above the order d the signs in the fraction  or^ the right is 
ambigous. Therefore the cross section of deuterium must be either co" = 3.1 s' or  
0.3 CT NafJaana 
F 

Furthermore a comparison between the measured values of% 
N H  show that the cross section for hydrogen must be either (2001 

(111) 

@& = 3.4 0" or 0.39 Ga Na 

By comparing the absolute diffracted intensity from NaH with the scattering from 
Diamond cross sections can be assigned to these elements. This comparison shows that 
the effective coherent cross section in the (111) direction should be 5.8 barns. On this bask 
two possible sets of cross sections may be designated, namely 

A B 
fNa 0.71 2.2 

f H  2.60 .91 

fD 2.40 .85 

. 
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